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NXT Magazine is about the user experience and understanding the
technology behind the world’s favourite gadgets.
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PUBLICATION
DETAILS
TARGET AUDIENCE:
The NXT Magazine reader wants to find out what’s the best and latest in
gadgets and gear, without wading through technical jargon. The NXT reader
is between the age of 16 and 50 with approximately 50% and below female,
affluent with a high disposable income. The core NXT reader is in their
mid-20s to early-40s and discerning with his/her spending, conscious of
brand identity and willing to spend more for premium build quality over
processor performance, stylish design over complex technical features.

CIRCULATION IN PRINT & DIGITAL:
• Total print circulation for Singapore: 12,000
• Estimated readership: 23,500
• Total active online users per month for Singapore: 10,000+ (Organic numbers)
• Digital edition is available at NXT mag mobile app or magzter.com

PUBLICATION DETAILS:
• Monthly
• Total circulation: 12,000
• Published by Kingsman Media Pte Ltd
• Printed by Sunrise Printing & Supplies Pte Ltd
• Distributed by Singapore Press Holding Ltd

READERSHIP
PROFILE
AGE GROUP
READERSHIP PROFILE AGE GROUP
FOR PRINT FROM NEWSSTANDS IN 2020

READERSHIP PROFILE AGE GROUP
FOR ONLINE FROM GOOGLE ANALYTICS IN 2020

• Both Female and Male readers – 14% female and 86% male

Both Female and Male readers – 31.5% female and 68.5% male

• Main mass age group 18 to 55 years old

Main mass age group 18 to 65 years old

• 1st core age group 18 to 24 years old (stand 24%)

1st core age group 18 to 24 years old (stand 15.37%)

• 2 core age group 25 to 35 years old (stand 22%)

2nd core age group 25 to 34 years old (stand 33.12%)

• 3rd core age group 36 to 45 years old (stand 31%)

3rd core age group 35 to 44 years old (stand 22.08%)

• 4th core age group 45 to 50 years old (stand 17%)

4th core age group 45 to 54 years old (stand 12,12%)

• 5th core age group 51 years old above (stand 6%)

5th core age group 55 to 64 years old (stand 10.17%)

nd

6th core age group 65 years old above (stand 7.14%)

READER’S ESTIMATED ANNUAL INCOME GROUP
• Estimated Average Income group from 18 to 24 years old - $24k and above per annual
• Estimated Average income group from 25 to 35 years old - $36K and above per annual
• Estimated Average income group from 36 to 45 years old - $48k and above per annual
• Estimated Average income group from 45 to 50 years old - $60K and above per annual
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R #3

BMW BRINGS BACK
THE CRUISER
BMW’s R 18 is a heritage-inspired cruiser that calls back to the gorgeous 1936 BMW R5

T

he road to creating a new cruiser motorbike can take a while. In
2015 BMW Motorrad began conceptualising a new heavy cruiser
design, and subsequently showcased the Concept R 18 design
at the Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este event in Italy in May
2019. The Concept R 18 design was stylistically based on the
design of the classic 1936 R 5, a motorbike that was highly influential in
the development of the cruiser motorbike form, and has lead to the
production of the R 18, which BMW Motorrad launched online.
While the bike’s retro-inspired looks are striking, its most eye-catching
feature is its massive 1.8-litre boxer engine. Dubbed the “Big Boxer,” this
brand new, horizontally opposed twin-cylinder engine more than lives
up to its name and is the biggest boxer engine that BMW has produced
by a half litre, according to its press release. The air-cooled mill is also
the most powerful in the division’s 97-year history and is capable of
producing a stunning 91 hp and 116 lb-ft of torque.
The R 18 is probably closest in spirit to the R NineT, at least as far as
current production motorcycles go, and like that bike, BMW Motorrad
designed the R 18 with easy customisation in mind. To that end, BMW has

partnered with the likes of Roland Sands Design and Mustang Seats to
offer factory-approved accessories to help make the R 18 more your own.
The R18 will be available in two versions at launch: the standard version
and the First Edition, and it’s the latter one that really gets our attention.
The First Edition pays the closest homage to the classic Beemers with all
kinds of pinstriping and chrome. It also comes with some neat extras like
historically accurate tank emblems, slotted screws (to look period correct
while also annoying your mechanic), a leather belt, a screwdriver, gloves
and a book celebrating the BMW motorcycles’ 97-year history.
The standard R18 will set you back US$17,495, while the First Edition will
go for US$19,870. Bikes are currently slated to hit dealers later on in 2020,
but given the dramatic effect that the coronavirus outbreak has had on the
industry, that could be pushed back.

from US$17,495 Due Q4 2020
bmwmotorrad.com.sg
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BRINGING OUT HER A GAME
WITH THE LENOVO THINKBOOK
PLUS

GEAR

Vanessa spends a busy day with Lenovo’s latest ThinkBook

BY SADAT OSMAN

CHOICE

impression was that this was only for show – to change the wallpaper
so as to customise the laptop to look cool (I chose my DJ name as the
display!) Little did I know that the E-ink display can be used to check
email notifications, calendar events and more, all without even flipping
open the laptop cover. Keep this to yourself, but this function is perfect
when I am still groggily sleepy in the morning and have to check my
calendar events before deciding whether I can afford to snooze or not.
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LATEST

TECHNOLOGY

ANGEL

Lenovo has a knack for innovation and thinking out of the box, and have
redefined the PC laptop concept a number of times. One of their latest
products, the Lenovo ThinkBook Plus, is such a joy to work on for my
projects, and combines the note-taking capability of the Yoga Book with
the portability of the ThinkBook, presenting the best user experience I’ve
ever had from a Lenovo notebook.

NEWS

LUXURY

Scribble Away!
The most eye catching innovation of the ThinkBook Plus is undoubtedly
the matte 10.8-inch E-ink display on the laptop cover. My first

CHOICE

of Covid-19 this is now more important than ever, since I am working
from home all the time, and my meetings and webinars with the Lenovo
ThinkBook Plus has never let me down. Equipped with enhanced
WiFi connection, integrated digital microphone and Harman-branded
speakers, every Zoom call is seamless. No more choppy sounds, frozen
screens, and unclear voices!
In general, the Lenovo ThinkBook Plus is such a great product innovation
and it has served me well. I strongly recommend it to anyone looking to
boost their productivity up a notch.

From S$1,689
www.lenovo.com/sg

Web Conference Star
In a real life meeting or presentation, the things that make me more
confident are a power suit and heels, but for an online meeting, I am
more confident with great WiFi, lighting, webcam, and audio. In the Time
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NXT IN GAMES
GHOST OF TSUSHIMA

17 July
PS4
Ghost of Tsushima is based on the first Mongol invasion of Japan in 1274.
In the real invasion, the Mongols’ path took them first to Tsushima Island,
located between Korea and the Japanese mainland. Under the command
of Kublai Khan, Genghis Khan’s grandson, the Mongols fought against
a small army of Japanese warriors on Tsushima, led by the Sō daimyo
family.

APPS

MUSEUM-GRADE
VINYL PLAYER

The local warriors – overwhelmed by the Mongols’ superior numbers
and more advanced, gunpowder-fueled weaponry – were defeated, and
the population was massacred. After leaving Tsushima, the Mongols
continued their raids on Japan’s nearby islands, but the invaders were
eventually crushed when a typhoon destroyed much of their fleet in
Kyushu, Japan. This storm later became known as the kamikaze of 1274.
Ghost of Tsushima fictionalises several elements of this history. For
starters, Sucker Punch’s Mongol army is led by the fictional Khotun
Khan, and Tsushima’s ruler is fictional, too – a man named Shimura.
Events seen in Ghost of Tsushima’s trailers indicate Shimura’s battle with
the Mongols goes just about as well as it did in real life, but it appears
Shimura survives, and so does his nephew, protagonist Jin Sakai. Given
he’s the playable character, it’s no surprise Jin forms the basis of Ghost of
Tsushima’s largest departure from history. Rather than being a stand-in
for an actual person like Kublai Khan, Jin is essentially a stand-in for
1274’s kamikaze.

NXT Choice
THE EVERYDAY SMARTWATCH
7KLVLV+XDZHL·VÀUVWVPDUWZDWFKZLWKDUHFWDQJXODUIDFHGHVLJQ

T

Safe and Sound
Call me careless, but yes, I leave my laptop lying around and unlocked
all the time, so it gets concerning when I have access to Whatsapp,
Telegram, emails and my socials all within my laptop. The superior
security solutions in the ThinkBook Plus are made not just for people
like me, but also for business professionals with plenty of private and
confidential information stored in their laptops. The Touch Fingerprint
Sensor in the power button keeps outsiders away, and the dTPM 2.0
software for an extra layer of security.
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G AM E S

GAME

Having two screens in one device is handy, and it makes the affordable
cost even more worth it. But Lenovo did not just stop at note-taking
functionality. The E-ink display has Alexa for PC function which makes
retrieving information easy, and also compatibility with Amazon Kindle
for reading articles, all while the laptop is still snoozing away in sleep
mode.

Then there’s the compatible stylus, which gives the whole package more
functionality than the usual tablet and smartpen combination. With the
ThinkBook Plus’ pen, I can highlight articles (so many Harvard Business
Reviews to read!), annotate a PDF, take notes, and sketch diagrams. No
matter how fast I can type, I actually find handwritten notes are more
efficient, and I like how the pen is also magnetic so it can be securely
fastened at the side of the laptop. Attending meetings and coffee chats
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ICON

are more interactive now that I do not have to be facing my screen
furiously typing what the other party is saying. Instead, I can scribble
really quickly and even involve the other person in sketching ideas.

he Huawei Watch Fit redefines fitness and
encourages users to try new ways of movement
powered by intelligent technology and smart
features. It can transform into an on-the-go personal
trainer, with 12 animated fitness courses that allow users to
exercise anytime and anywhere. It also supports 12

cycle and stress level, users can stay on top of their health.
The Huawei Watch Fit uses the Huawei-developed TruSeen
4.0 heart rate monitoring technology to monitor users’ heart
rates continuously, quickly and accurately. It uses a number
of sensors in tandem with the device’s neural network AI
technology to be more energy-efficient than similar existing

professional workout modes, and 96 free workout modes that
cover almost all mainstream indoor and outdoor sports, made

technologies but yields clearer results with a higher industrystandard signal-to-noise ratio.

MARVEL’S IRON MAN VR

F1 2020

PAPER MARIO: THE ORIGAMI KING

5 July
PSVR
Tony Stark has retired from making weapons and
instead creates technology used to battle evil as
Iron Man. After several years as a world-famous
Super Hero, Tony is attacked by the mysterious
Ghost, a hacker and anti-corporate activist who
repurposes old Stark Industries weapons. In her
efforts to topple his empire, Ghost attacks Stark’s
corporate locations around the world, leading to
ever-escalating stakes and a final showdown.
In order to direct flying, you have to point your
PlayStation Move controllers, palms down, and
use the buttons to control the thrusters. Following
the same mechanics, if you point your palms at a
target, you can fire your Repulsor Beams to take
out enemies. While all of this is happening, your
screen is covered with the iconic Iron Man helmet
vision. Locators lock on enemies, your health is
displayed at the bottom of the screen, and Jarvis
has a few notifications for information for you
while you play.

10 July
PC, PS4, XBOX One, Stadia
The record-breaking 22-race 2020 F1 calendar
will only exist in the virtual world, and the game
will follow the season as was originally planned.
But the full roster of 22 circuits is only one of
many changes in F1 2020. You’ll get to race
two new tracks – Zandvoort and Hanoi – while
existing tracks get a makeover as well. The
final sector at the Circuit de Catalunya has been
polished as well. In a new gameplay feature “My
Team,” you’ll be able to run your own 11th team,
boosting the car count to 22, and appoint your
own team mate. You’ll also be able to design your
team’s badge and livery, appoint sponsors and
decide how to spend the income you receive.
Appoint real-world drivers from outside F1, and
if your team performs really well, you may get
to poach a rival’s driver. As the championship
unfolds, the decisions you take influence your
team’s performance in myriad ways.

17 July
Switch
Join Mario and his new partner, Olivia, as they
battle evil Folded Soldiers, repair the damaged
landscape, and try to free Princess Peach’s
castle from the clutches of King Olly in this
comedy-filled adventure. Mario and Luigi receive
an invitation from Princess Peach to attend an
origami festival and excitedly hurry to Toad Town,
but something’s amiss. After investigating the
eerily empty town, the duo finds a fearsome
Princess Peach – she’s been turned into origami
by King Olly, ruler of the Origami Kingdom. With
five giant streamers under his control, King Olly
binds Princess Peach’s Castle and transports it to
a distant mountain as part of his plan to ‘re-fold’
the world. On his journey to liberate Peach’s
Castle and repair the ravaged paper landscape,
Mario meets Olivia, King Olly’s sister, and the
two join forces to put a stop to Olly’s origami
onslaught.

NXT DPS
LUXURY

Extremely premium sound equipment for audiophiles

S

aint Laurent Rive Droite is known for its
extravagant goods, dropping everything from
Baccarat crystal tumblers to lavish art books,
and now the luxury fashion house has teamed up
with Pierre Riffaud for a limited-edition marble vinyl table.

The turntable works exclusively in manual mode just like
original vinyl tables. Furthermore, this machine is more
than just a piece of technology – it serves as a stunning
piece of interior design, with its marble bottom elegantly
contrasting the metal record base and arm.

Pierre Riffaud has been designing turntables for its
discerning music-obsessed clientele since 1984, and is
known for its premium sound equipment such as this. The
vinyl table is handcrafted out of marble and is complete
with hand-made components, making for an incredibly
precise piece of musical equipment.

€37,000
www.ysl.com

for every discipline.
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S$148
consumer.huawei.com
BY SADAT OSMAN

BY SADAT OSMAN

BY SADAT OSMAN

Additionally, the watch provides scientific health tracking and
improved all-rounded monitoring, giving real-time statistics for
an accurate read. With monitoring features that integrate heart
rate, blood oxygen saturation (SpO2), sleep quality, menstrual
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NXT IN MOVIES

WILD FOR MUSHROOMS

GADGET
EVOLUTION

W

ith the impending ending of Phase 2 (and hopefully DORSCON
alert level Yellow), we’re now able to enjoy dining out in
Singapore, which is why we are restarting our Makan section.

Ginett’s Wild Mushrooms and Wine Pairing Menu, until the end of
November, features five mushroom packed courses alongside wine
flights, which sees your dinner accompanied by either three white
or three red wines. While I am personally more partial to a good
Chardonnay, we selected the Red Wine Flight to accompany our
3-course selection.
We kicked off our dinner with the Charcoal-Grilled Mushroom Salad
($15++) -that contains charcoal-grilled maitake and oyster mushrooms
tossed with almonds, parmesan shavings and a homemade truffle
vinaigrette. Ginnet uses maitake mushrooms, also known as hen-of-thewoods, as they are regarded as one of the most flavorful mushrooms
around, and “Maitake” means dancing mushrooms in Japanese and
is said to have gotten its interesting name from people dancing in
excitement when they find it in the wild. Overall the grilling intensifies
the umami flavours of the mushroom, and also adds a deep smokiness,
but we felt that the vinaigrette had a touch too much olive oil (Uncle
Roger would complain about this).

For our 50th issue, we asked one of our favourite cover models, Abby Som, to make her return! You may
recall Abby was NXT cover model in our January 2019 and July 2017 issue, and you find Abby on Instagram @
abbydae
“Since we last had a chat I mentioned that I was going to start work at a commodities brokerage, and it’s been
great, with my company even providing me with a suitable laptop to work-from-home during the Circuit Breaker
period! It was really tough working from home as in my line of profession it’s vital for open communication with
my desk. Especially with how fast paced and the importance of speed, it was quite a challenge. That’s when I
realised that good internet connection was really important and how much we take it for granted.
It was really strange in the beginning but I started a schedule where I worked out daily, had healthy and
wholesome home cooked food everyday and experimented with/tried out different types of exercises found on
YouTube. After 3 months my body had significantly improved in terms of strength and toning, and I lost weight!
I kept connected with friends via social media and Zoom, and even celebrated birthdays via Zoom and attended
a brand event. It’s a blessing in disguise that although technology has been a ‘taboo’ of being an addiction these
days, we actually need it to stay connected with our loved ones and keep up with news and health updates.

The only problem is she now looks like a towering psychopath who’s the target of a citywide manhunt while The Butcher looks like her and has brought his appetite for carnage
to Homecoming. With some help from her friends; Ultra-woke Nyla (Celeste O’Connor,
Ghostbusters: Afterlife), ultra-fabulous Joshua (Misha Osherovich, The Goldfinch) and her
crush Booker (Uriah Shelton, Enter the Warriors Gate). Millie races against the clock to reverse
the curse while The Butcher discovers that having a female teen body is the perfect cover for
a little Homecoming killing spree.

For our mains we tried the Duck Parmentier ($28++), which features a
layer of Barbary duck confit mixed with cremini mushrooms, also known
as baby portobellos, sandwiched between two layers of ratte potato and
topped with a gratinated comté cheese. The barbary duck confit was
tender and tasty, but perhaps slightly overpowered the flavour of the
cremini mushrooms - bear in mind that our main objective was to focus
on the mushroom experience. Nevertheless, a yummy meal that leads to
a clean plate.
Our third and final course was the Chicken Suprême ($32++) made
with corn-fed French yellow chicken and served on a bed of potato
galette and asparagus. The light taste of the chicken was elevated by a
mushroom infusion of a porcini cream sauce that highlighted the nutty
and earthy flavours of this prized fungi.
The other two courses for this Mushroom exclusive were a Wild
Mushroom Soup en Croûte ($15++) which featured a creamy shiitake,
cèpe and chanterelle mushroom soup baked in a puff pastry “en croûte”.
Finally, Truffle Risotto ($21++) has to be a mushroom lovers dream, as
it contains a variety of sautéed wild mushrooms, puffed buckwheat and
macadamia nut shavings for that extra crunchy texture.

I’m still not very techy or into products, and my last tech purchase was my iPhone Xs, so it’s about due for a
replacement, which will most likely be Apple’s next iPhone. I actually bought an e-skateboard and have been
practicing with it. I actually learned to snowboard early in the year and the e-skateboard gives me the same
adrenaline rush! ”
- Abby Som

An exclusive wine flight was available in October for this Mushroom
exclusive, and features 3 varieties of red or white wine on Ginett’s
extensive wine list for only $15++, from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays.
The Wild Mushroom menu is available from 3rd October – 30th
November 2020.

Ginett Singapore
Hotel G Singapore, 200 Middle Road
Opening Hours: 11.30am to 10.30pm
Tel: +65 6809 7989
Email: ginettsg@randblab.com
www.randblab.com/ginett-sg

BY SHAWN CHUNG
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THE WIDOW

MONSOON

SOUL

5 November
The Widow is a 2020 Russian horror feature
film about a people going missing in a forest
supposedly haunted by a dark spirit known as
the Limping Widow. The original title is Vdova
Directed by Ivan Minin from a screenplay
co-written with Natalya Dubovaya and Ivan
Kapitonov, the movie stars Viktotiya Potemina,
Anastasiia Gribova, Margarita Bychkova and
Ilya Agapov. In a densely forested area north of
St. Petersburg people have been going missing
for three decades. The few corpses that have
been found were naked. On October 14th
2017, a team of volunteers went out into the
woods in search of a missing teenager. Soon,
all communication with them was lost. Locals
believe they were taken by the same dark spirit
that took the others. They call it the Limping
Widow.

12 November
Henry Golding plays Kit, a British-Vietnamese
man returning to Vietnam for the first time in
over 30 years to scatter his parents’ ashes.
But his homecoming doesn’t go to plan, and
he must decide who he wants to be while
coming to terms with a life lived between
two cultures. Monsoon is about young people
rediscovering their identities by reconnecting
with the places they were forced to leave
behind. Awkwafina wrestles with her Chinese
heritage in Wang’s feature, while Amoo focuses
on a boy torn between rural Lincolnshire and
his Nigerian roots. Golding carries the weight
of Kit’s alienation beautifully. Forced to leave
Saigon as “boat refugees” during the Vietnam
War, Golding’s gentle, contemplative turn really
brings across the character’s feeling that he is
a tourist in his own home.

19 November
Soul is about Joe Gardner (Jamie Foxx), a
struggling middle-school band teacher from
Queens, who finally gets a gig playing piano
at the Half Note in Manhattan, only to fall in a
manhole. But he leaps off the monochromatic
stairway to The Great Beyond and lands in The
Great Before, a celestial training center where
new souls are formed before birth. There he’s
assigned to mentor the rebellious prankster,
22 (Tina Fey), who has no interest in life and
refuses to be born. Yet Gardner’s unfulfilled
life fascinates her, and together they escape to
Earth on a new journey. The cast also include
the voice work of Phylicia Rashad as Joe’s
mom, Libba, who owns a successful tailor shop,
and Angela Bassett as Dorothea, the saxophone
jazz legend and band leader who hires Joe.

MAKAN
BIG FEATURE
TEST

BY SADAT OSMAN

 MODEL: ABBY SOM
 DRESS: TUSSAH
 SHOES: CHARLES AND KEITH
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12 November
Freaky is a twisted take on the body-swap movie whereva teenage girl switches bodies with
a relentless serial killer. Seventeen-year-old Millie Kessler (Kathryn Newton, Blockers, HBO’s
Big Little Lies) is just trying to survive the bloodthirsty halls of Blissfield High and the cruelty
of the popular crowd. But when she becomes the newest target of The Butcher (Vince Vaughn),
her town’s infamous serial killer, her senior year becomes the least of her worries. When The
Butcher’s mystical ancient dagger causes him and Millie to wake up in each other’s bodies,
Millie learns that she has just 24 hours to get her body back before the switch becomes
permanent and she’s trapped in the form of a middle-aged maniac forever.

For our first taste treat we decided to try the Wild Mushroom
and Wine Pairing Menu at Ginett Singapore Restaurant & Wine
Bar, located at Hotel G in Middle Road, just across the road from
NAFA. Helmed by Michelin-Starred Chef Sylvain Royer, Ginett is a
contemporary French restaurant that has become quite popular and
trendy for its excellent French cuisine, including hearty weekend
brunches, and an extensive wine menu.

With 50 issues over 5 year, NXT has covered some of the best tech and gear that will lead to a
bright future

MOVIE

FREAKY

October mushroom fare and French wine savoir faire at Ginett
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NXT IN MUSIC
MORE & MORE

FOLD YOUR PC

TWICE
1 June

There are K-pop groups, then there’s TWICE, the biggest-selling Korean Girl group
of all time. The prolific group drops their ninth mini-album on the 1st of June, with
seven tracks including the title single More & More. The group started teasing the
new work during a virtual press conference for the launch of their ‘Seize the Light’
documentary series on YouTube and announced that the “More & More” minialbum will drop with seven tracks, including the title song as well as “Oxygen”,
“Fireworks”, “Make Me Go”, “Shadow”, “Don’t Call Me Again”, and “Sweet Summer
Day”.

BIGGER LOVE

WOMEN IN MUSIC PART III

Jason Mraz has gone reggae with his latest
album “Look for the Good”, and while we
won’t see the American singer-songwriter
wearing dreadlocks under his signature
fedora, the stylistic sounds of the genre are
evident in the first two songs released from
the album “Look for the Good” and “Wise
Women”. It is pretty clear that during these
troubled times Mraz hopes his new music
will make us all feel better.

Some musicians might feel a bit upset if
their spouse leeked snippets of their next
album on social media, but not if your John
Legend, who is, of course, married to Christy
Teigen. Legend has stated that Bigger Love
will be his sexiest album yet, but his first
single “Bigger Love” is a song about family
and a bigger love, showcasing home videos
of families and first responders during these
trying times.

Sister act Haim return with their third studio
album “Women in Music Part III” and the band
has brought their sound to a new level of
introspection, yet one filled with cool guitar
riffs, infectious drum beats and Danielle
Haim’s lush vocals . The album features 13
tracks including the recently released singles
”Don’t Wanna”, “I Know Alone” and “The
Steps”, while three standalone singles that
were individually released in 2019 - “Now
I’m In It” “Hallelujah” and “Summer Girl” are
included as bonus tracks.

Jason Mraz
19 June

John Legend
19 June

EXCLUSIVE

PRIME

The ThinkPad X1 Fold will change the way we work, play, create and connect

A

s claimed by Lenovo, the ThinkPad
X1 Fold is five years in the making,
and with the influx of foldable
smartphone devices, Lenovo
believes the time is right to launch the X1 Fold
in the market now. Being the first foldable PC
available in the world, the ThinkPad X1 Fold
heralds a new way of engaging with
technology to achieve better productivity,
entertainment, and interactivity.

The last track, “Sweet Summer Day” (written by Jeongyeon) may very well
signal the mood of the new album, with visuals and teaser videos showing
a floral, summer-time vibe. Other TWICE members Nayeon and Chaeyoung
also contributed to songwriting, while legendary K-Pop producer and JYP
Entertainment CEO J.Y. Park wrote the title track alongside Zara Larsson and Julia
Michaels.

LOOK FOR THE GOOD

EDITOR’S CHOICE

Haim
26 June

The X1 Fold feels really organic thanks to the
exterior leather finish that wraps around like
a premium folio. When fully folded out, the
leather surface covers the entire rear of the
device, but as it folds in, the leather slides
back to reveal a glossy panel that accentuates
the book style. The bezels around the flexible
OLED panel are made of silicon material so
that they bend along with the hinges bend
to provide better protection against foreign
particles.

When working on a proper desk, I would
flatten the X1 Fold and flip out the integrated
stand to prop up the display, placing the
wireless keyboard at any distance or position
to achieve the optimal comfort. I could
connect another external monitor for better
productivity. The experience is like an all-inone desktop PC, and the QXGA OLED display
achieves excellent colour reproduction with
vivid reds .

The X1 Fold is an adaptable computing device
that lets you be productive in many situations.

The availability of the Active Pen provides yet
another interactive option to take notes, sketch

RATING ★★★★

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

BY CHESTER TAN

BY SHAWN CHUNG

We say:
The ThinkPad X1 Fold turns out to be
PRUHXVDEOHWKDQH[SHFWHG,WRͿHUV
versatility, mobility, connectivity and
productivity that no other laptops or
VPDUWSKRQHVFRXOGRͿHU
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For traditional laptop use, its optional wireless
Fold Mini keyboard is sized perfectly to
magnetically dock on the lower half of the
foldable table, making the X1 Fold appear
as a mini laptop. It’s a tad too compact for
extended work and many keys are missing
which reduce typing efficiency. The display
resolution is also reduced with only half
the display that is usable, but the benefit
of working in tight spaces for quick replies
cannot be underestimated.

From S$3,759
www.lenovo.com/sg

ideas, or sign documents on the X1 Fold. While
the display surface could handle normalpressure pen strokes, I would probably not
use it extensively for creating digital artwork.
The ability to fold the display partially means
the X1 Fold can be used in a smaller footprint
while still getting the visual benefits of a full
13.3-inch display. This allows work to be
carried out in tight places like on a bus or a
crowded train.
Users concerned with processor performance
and battery life can rest assured. The X1 Fold
is powered by a Core i5-L16G7 processor
which runs the usual productivity tools and
the latest Microsoft Edge browser smoothly,
thanks no less to the fast LPDDR4X RAM
and SSD storage. The 50Whr battery life is
no slouch and manages to last a whole day
without unexpected power drain, and the
ability to rapid-charge the X1 Fold using
USB-C PD is a an additional plus point.

BIG THING

Processor Intel Core i5-L16G7 Processor (1.4GHz, up to 3GHz with Turbo Boost)
Operating System Windows 10 Pro
Graphics Integrated Intel UHD 11th Gen Graphics
Display 13.3-inch Flexible QXGA OLED 4:3 (2048 x 1536), 300 nit, DCI-P3 95% Touch
Camera 5MP HD RGB + IR camera
Memory 8GB LPDDR4X
Storage Up to 1TB PCIe-NVMe M.2 2242 SSD
Battery 50Whr
Connectivity 2x USB-C 3.2 Gen 2 (10Gbps), WiFi 6, Bluetooth 5.1
Optional Accessories Lenovo Fold Mini Keyboard, Lenovo Mod Pen
Dimensions 299.4 x 236 x 11.5 (Unfolded), 158.2 x 236 x 27.8 (Folded)
Weight 999 g
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ADVERTISING
RATES
PRINT
NUMBER OF INSERTIONS
DPS (Inside Front Cover Spread)
Contents Page
Full Page (First 30 pages)
Full Page (ROP)
DPS (ROP)
Inside Back Cover
Outside Back Cover
Half Page Horizontal / Vertical

1
$10,000
$6,000
$5,500
$5,000
$8,000
$5,500
$8,500
$3,000

3
$9,000
$5,400
$4,950
$4,500
$7,200
$4,950
$7,650
$2,700

6
$8,500
$5,100
$4,675
$4,250
$6,800
$4,675
$7,225
$2,550

6 & ABOVE
$8,000
$4,800
$4,400
$4,000
$6,400
$4,400
$6,800
$2,400

Advertorial Full Page Colour: $6,000 including concept, editorial and design but excluding third party costs such as photography,
models and styling

CREATIVE BUYS
Cover Gate Fold, ROP Gate Fold, Tip in Art Card, loose insert booklet/catalogue, Sampling Tip-on and Polybagged.

DIGITAL
STANDARD FORMAT DISPLAY
960 x 250 IMU - (Masthead)
728 x 90 IMU - (Leaderboard)
300 x 600 IMU - (Double MPU)
300 x 250 - (MPU)

SITE SECTION
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)

COST PER THOUSAND ADS
S$100
S$80
S$120
S$60

SPECIAL FORMATS
Page Takeover (Skin, MPU and Leader) Homepage (other site sections available) price on request

Agency commission: 15% of gross amount billed payable to advertising agency
Special group discount: 10% to all advertiser who use 8 or more pages in the publication within a year in Kingsman Media Pte Ltd
All rates quoted are subject to GST

AD SPECS
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE / TIMELINE 2021
MAIN ISSUE

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Publication Date
04 Jan 2021 29 Jan 2021 02 Mar 2021 31 Mar 2021 30 Apr 2021 31 May 2021 20 Jun 2021 3 Aug 2021 31 Aug 2021 30 Sep 2021 02 Nov 2021 30 Nov 2021
Ad Material Deadline 17 Dec 2020 15 Jan 2021 15 Feb 2021 16 Mar 2021 16 Apr 2021 17 May 2021 17 Jun 2021 16 Jul 2021 17 Aug 2021 16 Sep 2021 15 Oct 2021 17 Nov 2021

PRINT

DPS

Full Page

½ Page Horizontal

½ Page Vertical

420mm (W) x 284mm (H)

210mm (W) x 284mm (H)

210mm (W) x 140mm (H)

105mm (W) x 284mm (H)

PRODUCTION MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Final artwork files (300dpi in CMYK mode)
shouldbe submitted in PDF Fogra 39L with
colour bar format with accompanying colour
proofs. Artwork should include crop mark
and 5mm bleed on all sides.

DIGITAL

LEADERBOARD
Normal size: 728px x 90px
Expanded size: 728px x 350px
Max file size: 39k
MPU
Size: 300px x 250px
Expanded size: 600px x 300px
Max file size: 39k

COLOUR REPRODUCTION QUALITY CONTROL
LINE SCREEN
Quality control will always be maintained to
Colour: 175
achieve the best colour reproduction quality
possible. However, owing to certain conditions and
limitations in printing, it is not always possible
to achieve a 100% fidelity in colour reproduction.

DOUBLE MPU / HALF PAGE AD
Size: 300px x 600px
Max file size: 39k

CREATIVES CAN BE SENT IN THE
FOLLOWING FORMATS:
gif | jpeg | flash | 3rd party tags

MASTHEAD
Normal size: 960px x 250px
Max file size: 39k

TIMELINE
Standard campaigns :
2 days’ notice
Complex campaigns :
5 days’ notice
New creatives test :
7 days’ notice

PLEASE NOTE
Automatic expansion is not permitted;
creatives can be hosted by Kingsman
Media or by a third party such as:
doubleclick, mediamind, flashtalking,
mediaplex and others; Kingsman
Media’s AD Server is DFP - Inred tags
are preferred; Flash (swf) files must be
supplied with a click tag and a back up
gif; Video/Audio must be user initiated;
Z-index should not be more than 9,000

AD SPECS

DIGITAL
VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS
Video Format: MP4
Audio Codec: AAC-LC
- Channels: Stereo or Stereo + 5.1
- Sample rate 96khz or 48khz
Video codec: H.264
- Progressive scan (no interlacing)
- High Profile
- 2 consecutive B frames
- Closed GOP. GOP of half the frame rate.
- CABAC
- Variable bitrate. No bitrate limit required,
though we offer recommended bit rates
below for reference
- Chroma subsampling: 4:2:0
Frame rate
- Common frame rates include: 24, 25,
30, 48, 50, 60 frames per second (other
frame rates are also acceptable).

Bitrate
Recommended video bitrates for uploads
Type
Video bitrate, standard frame rate (24, 25, 30)
1080p 8 Mbps
Type
1080p

Video bitrate, standard frame rate (48, 50, 60)
12 Mbps

Recommended audio bitrates for uploads
Type
Audio Bitrate
Mono
128 kbps
Stereo 384 kbps
5.1
512 kbps
Resolution and aspect ratio
- 16:9 aspect ratio
- 1080p: 1920x1080
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Email info.nxt@kingsmanmedia.com Tel (65) 6583 7241
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Publisher lawrence.leong@kingsmanmedia.com
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